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ABSTRACT: Flexible perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have
been quickly developed as the most promising candidates for
low-cost photovoltaic technology. However, the bendable and
foldable properties of PSCs induce the decrease of their
efficiencies. In this paper, we report the design of a new kind
of flexible PSCs with a sandwiched structure. The critical layer
of the flexible device is designed at a neutral layer of the
sandwiched structure, which is stress-free, no matter how the
device bending is. During the bending test, sandwich-
structured flexible PSCs showed extremely long bending
lifetime, which is at least 5−8 times higher than that of
generally reported devices. At the same time, the sandwiched
structure works as the encapsulation effect. The flexible device with a sandwiched structure greatly improves the device’s long-
term stability. Therefore, the designed sandwiched structure significantly promotes the bending ability and stability of flexible
PSCs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Organic−inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells (PSCs), as one
of the new-fashioned photovoltaic technology, have obtained
the most rapid development in power conversion efficiency
(PCE).1−8 Based on efforts of researchers, one by one records
in PSCs photovoltaic field are broken, which have never been
observed for other materials. With the new record of PCE
beyond 23%,9 PSCs have become the strongest rival of
commercially available conventional devices such as silicon,
GaAs, and CIGS.10 Therefore, by combining high efficiency
with low cost, PSCs have become the greatest potential for
realizing more economically competitive solar power.11

Compared with other new photovoltaic devices,12 hybrid
perovskite materials possess unique crystal structures and
electronic configurations, including high absorption coefficient,
long carrier lifetime, high mobility, tunable band structure, and
high tolerance of defects.13−19 Based on the excellent opto-
electrical properties, combining the device fabrication and
material optimization, PSCs are developed rapidly and
achieved high efficiency.5,20−22 Besides the high efficiency,
the stability is another issue urgently needed to be solved.
Strategies have been developed to improve the stability in
environment, such as mixed cations, blocking layer, and
additive employing.23,24 At the same time, researchers are also
devoted to developing lead-free25 and all-inorganic PSCs,26

making the future of PSCs even more intriguing.
Flexible PSCs have attracted considerable attention because

of their excellent characteristics such as light weight, foldablity,

and bendablity. Taking the advantages of those convenient
integration and versatile functionality, flexible PSCs are
potential to be employed in wearable electronic and other
more extensive application.5,27−34 However, the bendability of
flexible PSCs is a double-faced characteristic. Bending makes
the devices undergo mechanical deformation, inducing the
decrease of efficiency, which has been widely re-
ported.28−31,35−37 Thereby, how to utilize and evaluate
properly the bending property is an important issue. So far,
the most common evaluation on the bending property adopted
in most literature studies is the influence of bending times on
device efficiencies, which can not comprehensively and fairly
evaluate the flexible bending performance. Directions on how
to improve the antibending property and deep exploration on
the bending failure mechanism are also primary concerns for
flexible PSCs, which have always been neglected in most
literature studies.
In this manuscript, we first investigate a comprehensive

bending methodology to evaluate the bending property of
flexible PSCs, then design a sandwich-structured (SS) flexible
PSC with high bending lifetime, and deeply analyze the
mechanism of the designed structure. The PSC layers are
designed at the neutral layer of the device, where the plane of
zero stress/strain during bending deformation. Flexible PSCs
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with SS showed high bending lifetime, which is more than five
times that of the generally reported devices with the routine
structure (RS). The device with SS also showed excellent long-
term stability than devices with RS. The flexible PSCs with SS
and RS hold 86 and 49% of original efficiency, respectively, in
atmospheric environment (temperature of 25 ± 5 °C,
humidity of 50 ± 10%) after 500 h. In brief, the SS flexible
PSCs can not only suppress the efficiency decrease during
bending but also serves as the encapsulation, improving the
stability of flexible PSCs.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Bending Methodology of the Perovskite Film on

the Flexible Substrate. Generally, bending refers to the
ability to deform, either for materials or for devices. We
propose three common and acceptable standard evaluation
methodologies, bending directions, bending cycles, and
bending angle (corresponding to radius of curvature), which
determine the bending properties of solar cells.
Bending directions can be divided into single-side bending

and double-side bending. Single-side bending can be further
divided into outside bending and inside bending, as the
schematic diagram shown in Figure 1a−c. Outside or inside

bending bares one cycle; however, double-side bending bares
two cycles with once inside bending and once outside bending.
Different bending directions will induce film failing by different
loads such as tension or compression. In order to detect the
influence of bending on film morphology, we first prepared a
perovskite film on the flexible substrate by the reported gas
pump method,38 and then bent them using the home-made
bending machine as shown in Figure S1. The bending angle is
set as 90° and bending cycles are set as 10 000 and 20 000 for
single-side and double-side bending, respectively. The bending
results of films morphologies are shown in Figure S2. When
the film is bent outside, it would bear tension, when the film is
bent inside, it would bear compression. Tension and
compression are equal in value but opposite in direction.
Tension usually leads to cracks in the film and compression
makes the film spalling from the substrate. The film bending at
double side bears both tension and compression alternately,
inducing deeper cracks and quicker spallation. The bared stress
during the bending process can be calculated based on eq 1,
where σ and ε are stress and strain, respectively. E is elasticity
modulus. ε is related to the bending radius and neutral layer; as
the schematic diagram shown in Figure 2, the relationship can
be deduced as eq 2.
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The bending angle is another methodology to evaluate
bending deformation. As shown in Figure 2, the bending angle
is relevant with the bending radius and film length. In this
manuscript, the film length is 8 mm. The relationship of the
bending radius and bending angle can be described as eq 3. A
series of bending angles and radii are shown in Table S1. From
eq 2, strain increases with the decrease of the bending radius,
producing more cracks. We set perovskite film bending double
side 30 000 cycles at different angles, and the film
morphologies are shown in Figure S3a−d. As the results
show, with the increase of the bending angle, the number of
cracks increases and the depth of cracks is more serious.
Therefore, bending with a small angle will reduce damage.
Finally, the bending cycle is another important bending

methodology. Actually, the bending cycle is related to the
fatigue test for a material. As shown in Figure S4a−d, we bent
perovskite films double side at 90° with different cycles. With
bending cycles increasing, crack numbers increase and the
vertical cracks become more deep. Furthermore, when double-
side bending cycle increases to 60 000, the film presents
transverse cracks besides vertical cracks. There even exist small
cracks along grain boundaries between large cracks, as shown
in Figure S5a. Finally, the films fall off because of fatigue as
illustrated in Figure S5b. Thereby, bending fatigue is also an
important failure mode.
Based on the above discussion, bending directions, bending

angles, and bending cycles are the three main bending
methodologies. Rational controlling bending directions,
bending radius, and bending cycles are of critical importance
for improving flexible device bending lifetime.

2.2. Improved Bending Lifetime of SS Devices at
Different Bending Modes. In order to test the bending
performance of flexible PSCs, the devices were fabricated with
two kinds of different structures, as shown in Figure 3a. RS is
polyethylene terephthalate (PEN)/indium-doped tin oxide
(ITO)/NiOx/PVSK/PCBM/Ag, SS has another piece of ITO/
PEN at the side of Ag. The perovskite layer of SS is located at
the neutral layer of the device structure. The initial efficiency of
the flexible PSC with SS is 12.81% with an active area of 0.15
cm2, as the J−V curve shown in Figure 3b. The forward and
reverse scans are shown in Figure S6. Similar efficiencies of
devices with RS and SS are shown in Figure S7. Then, we
conducted the bending test of them with double-side bending

Figure 1. Definition of (a) one cycle of outside bending, (b) one
cycle of inside bending, and (c) two cycles of double side bending.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram for strain deduction.
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2000 cycles at 45°. The result shows that the SS device holds
97% of original efficiency; however, the efficiency of the RS
device has dropped to 20% of original efficiency, as shown in
Figure 3c. The slight decrease of the SS device efficiency may
be a result of the error of PEN thickness. Thereby, we can
conclude that the SS can significantly improve the antibending
ability of flexible PSCs.
In order to measure the performance of RS and SS solar

cells, we further compared these two kinds of devices at
different bending methodologies. As shown in Figure 4a, both
double-side and single-side bending, outputting performances
of SS devices are almost consistent with original performances
after bending 2000 cycles at 90° bending angle. Comparatively,
the performances of RS devices dropped quickly, and the
efficiency decreased nearly to zero after 2000 cycles bending.
With the bending cycles increasing, the performances of RS
devices dropped quickly before 300 bending cycles, then
tended to decrease slowly. Furthermore, with the increase of
the bending angle, performances of RS devices degraded
significantly compared with SS devices after double-side
bending 1000 cycles, as shown in Figure 4b. Based on eq 3,
large bending angle means small radius of curvature, thereby,
the strain and stress are enlarged, inducing the device damage
quickly. In addition, normalized efficiencies of the two kinds of
devices were researched with bending cycles increasing with
different bending radius. The single-side and double-side
bending results are shown in Figure 4c,d, respectively. Both
double-side and single-side bending with large bending radius

induce quick and huge decrease of efficiency. Double-side
bending decreased more seriously than single-side bending
because of the alternate action of tension and compression.
All the decreased curves of device performances and bending

cycles can be concluded as an exponential function, as shown
in the following equation

A Be cη = +− (4)

where η is normalized efficiency, c is bending cycle, A and B are
constants depending on the bending mode, bending degree,
and bending resistance of devices. Based on the formula, we
can accurately deduce the remaining efficiency at correspond-
ing bending cycles for any kind of flexible device bending. We
define 90% original efficiency bared bending cycles as the
device bending lifetime. Subsequently, we compared the
bending lifetime at different bending degrees of our results
and other reports, as shown in Figure 5. The detailed figures
are summarized in Table S2. From the comparison, the
bending lifetime of SS devices is at least five to eight times
higher than the general structure device. It can be concluded
that SS can significantly improve the device bending lifetime.
Besides the improved bending lifetime, SS devices also

showed better long-term stability than RS devices. The PEN
on the side of the Ag layer serves as the encapsulation layer to
protect the invading of environment. Just as shown in Figure
S8, after 500 h measurement in atmospheric environment
(temperature 25 ± 5 °C, humidity 40 ± 10%), the SS flexible
device retains 86% of original efficiency, while the compared

Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of different device structures, (b) J−V curve of flexible PSC with SS, (c) efficiency damage of two kinds of the
device structure after double-side bending 2000 cycles at 45°.
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RS device efficiency drops to 49% of original efficiency.
Therefore, the flexible devices with SS can not only improve
the bending lifetime but also the stability of flexible devices.
2.3. Mechanism of SS for Improved Device Lifetime.

In order to clarify the mechanism of SS devices with improved
bending lifetime, we analyze the structure from the mechanics.
From the structural mechanics, we know that the neutral layer
is the plane that will not bear any force no matter how bending
stress and strain are. The neutral layer of a structure can be
confirmed based on eq 5. Ei is the elasticity modulus of the i
layer, hi is the thickness of the i layer, and yi is the distance of
the centroid in the i layer to the origin of the coordinate axis,
respectively. As the schematic diagram shown in Figure 6, we
design the perovskite layer at different structures and calculate
the location of the neutral layer. Elasticity modulus of PEN and
ITO has been reported as 5.3 ± 0.2 and 185 ± 5 GPa,
respectively.52,53 We measured the elasticity modulus of
perovskite using nanoindentation. As shown in Figure S9a,
we first prepared the single crystal of CH3NH3PbI3 using the
inverse solubility at high temperatures in γ-butyrolactone54 and

then measured by nanoindentation. The curves of load and
depth are shown in Figure S9b, and the elasticity modulus of
CH3NH3PbI3 is 17.3 ± 0.5 GPa. Thereby, based on eq 5, we
calculated the neutral layers y0 are −122.80, −44.71, and 0 μm
for the structures of a, b, and c in Figure 6, respectively. Based
on the structural mechanics, the neutral layer will not bear
stress, and the position more far to the neutral layer will bear
more stress. Therefore, the perovskite layer in Figure 6a bears
the most serious stress, the layer in Figure 6b bears slight
stress, and the layer in Figure 6c does not bear any stress no
matter how bent it is. In order to further confirm the result,
three kinds of perovskite films were prepared just as the
module in Figure 6a−c and bended them at 45° double-side
20 000 cycles. The perovskite layers show a very different
morphology as shown in Figure S10. Figure S10a−c shows the
morphologies of modules in Figure 6a−c, respectively. The

Figure 4. Device performance of two kinds of devices at different bending conditions, (a) bending cycles with different bending directions at 90°
bending angle, (b) bending angle with double-side bending 1000 cycles, (c) single-side bending at different bending angles, (d) double-side
bending at different bending angles.

Figure 5. Relationship of bending lifetimes and bending degree, y is
the distance to neutral layer, r is bending radius, a,39 b,40 c,41 d,42 e,43

f,44 g,45 h,46 i,47 j,48 k,49 l,50 m,51 n.38 Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the perovskite film under different
locations of the film structure, (a) perovskite layer is located at the top
of an ITO-coated PEN, (b) perovskite layer is located at the middle of
two pieces of ITO-coated PEN with different thickness, (c) perovskite
layer is located at the middle of two pieces of ITO-coated PEN with
the same thickness.
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perovskite layer with 122.80 μm to the neutral layer is
damaged seriously with deep cracks, the perovskite layer with
44.71 μm to the neutral layer shows slight cracks, and the one
just in the neutral layer shows perfect compact morphology.
Thereby, the flexible devices with SS can process more greatly
bending lifetime.
Actually, during the production of PEN, there is always

unavoidable thickness error. The error is usually within 3 μm.
Because of the thickness error, the perovskite layer is not
always located at the neutral layer. Based on eqs 2 and 3, we
deduced the relationship of perovskite film bared strain and
bending angles for the three kinds of conditions discussed
above, as shown in Figure 7. Structure a in Figure 6 showed the

largest strain, and structure c showed the minimum strain.
Even though the thickness error of PEN induced some shift of
the neutral layer, the perovskite film bared strain in structure c
is still the minimum. All the strain induced by the thickness
error is shown as a line in Figure 7. Thereby, the SS structure is
the best to protect the PSC layers from damage during the
bending process.

y
E h y

E h
i i i

i i
0 =

∑
∑ (5)

In addition, based on the relationship of stress and strain as
shown in eqs 1 and 2, we can estimate the stress condition of
flexible PSCs and design a suitable structure to improve device
bending lifetime. As shown in Figure S11a, it shows the
relationship of strain of the layer distance to the neutral layer.
Furthermore, based on the estimation of the bared strain from
Figure S11a, the layer can be estimated as the most bared
bending cycles until devices damage, as shown in Figure S11b.
Thereby, we can pre-estimate the failure condition of the
flexible devices, which is a meaningful guidance for
applications.

3. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we comprehensively investigate the method-
ologies to evaluate bending of flexible PSCs and designed a
new kind of SS flexible PSC with a high bending lifetime. The
device layers are designed on the neutral layer of the SS, which
is not forced no matter how the device bends. Therefore, after
double-side bending for 2000 cycles at 45°, the SS device still
holds 97% of original efficiency, while the RS device drops to
20% of original efficiency. Compared with general device
bending, SS devices show five to eight times higher bending

lifetime. Besides, the SS works as the encapsulation effect,
which greatly improves the long-time stability. The SS flexible
device can still hold 86% original efficiency after 500 h in
atmospheric environment (temperature 25 ± 5 °C, humidity
40 ± 10%), while RS device efficiency has dropped to 49% of
original efficiency. Thereby, the designed sandwiched device
structure significantly improved the practical application of
flexible PSCs.

4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Materials Preparation. Lead iodide (PbI2, 99.99%), iodine

methylamine (CH3NH3I), and PCBM were purchased from Xi’an
Polymer Light Technology Corp. N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF,
99.8%), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 99.8%), and chlorobenzene were
purchased from National Drug Group Chemical Reagents Co., Ltd.
All the materials were used as received.

4.2. Device Fabrication. ITO-PEN sheets (40 Ω/cm2) were
rinsed successively with ethyl alcohol, deionized water in an ultrasonic
bath for 15 min, and blow-dried by nitrogen. The flexible substrate
was mounted onto a rigid glass substrate for easy device fabrication.
Before the sputtering of NiOx, the ITO-PEN was treated with ozone
and ultraviolet for 20 min for the interface contacting. The hole
transporting layer, NiOx, was prepared by rapid plasma deposition
with the thickness of 20 nm. The perovskite film was prepared by the
reported gas pump drying method.38 The solvent is DMSO and DMF
with a volume rate of 1:9. The precursor solution was 1 mol/L with
PbI2 and CH3NH3I with molar rate of 1:1. After spin-coating by 2000
rpm 7 s, the liquid thin film was dried by gas pump, and the dried
mirror-black thin film was heated at the hot plate for 10 min. Then,
the electron transport layer, PCBM, was spin-coated at 3000 rpm for
30 s. PCBM was dissolved in chlorobenzene with the concentration of
20 mg/mL. Finally, Ag was evaporated, as the electrode, with a
thickness of 100 nm. Devices with SS was coated with another ITO-
PEN sheet by thermocompression using the Surlyn film at 80 °C.

4.3. Characterization. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
morphologies were measured by a field-emission scanning electron
microscope (MIRA 3LMH, TESCAN, Czech Republic). The
elasticity modulus of perovskite single crystal was measured by
nanomechanical metrology techniques (Hysitron, Inc.). The J−V
curves (reverse and forward) were measured with a 2400 series source
meter, Keithley Instruments, under the illumination of simulated air-
mass 1.5 sunlight at 100 mW cm−2 (Class AAA solar Sol3A, Oriel
Instruments). The steady-state current densities and the PCE of the
devices were measured at the maximum power point. The bending
test was carried out by a home-developed flexible solar cell bending
tester, by which the bending conditions, including bending directions,
bending radius, and bending cycles, were accurately controlled with
high reproducibility of every bending results.
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